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Around
campus
V The Scot Symphonic band
will perform in McGaw at 4
p.m. on Sunday.
V Jeffrey C. Mount will ad-
dress "The New Year's Flood
in Northern California" Sun-
day at 7 p.m. in Scovel 105. On
Monday, he will speak about
"The Precambrian-Cambria- n
Transition and the Rise of
Higher Metazoa" at 4 p.m. in
Wishart's Lean Lecture Room.
V Hiroshima survivor Hideko
Tamura Snider '56 visits this
week for three events. She will
deliver a sermon at 10:45 a.m.
on Sunday in McGaw Chapel,
speak on "Collective Healing:
One Woman's Appeal" on
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Scheide
Gault, and finally sign books at
Wilson Bookstore between 1 1
a.m. and 12:15 p.m. on Wednes-
day.
V SGA elected Ryad Vachha
'98 to a member-at-larg- e seat.
V Applications for WVN
executive board positions are
available outside the office or
at Lowry Front Desk. They are
due Friday, March 7.
V Petitions for SGA cabinet
officers and Campus Council
at-Iar- ge seats are due by noon
on Friday, March 7 in the SGA
drop box in the mail room.
V Jacquelyn Gray '00 will
chair SGA's election commit-
tee for the upcoming events.
i . . ...All residence halls not
open during spring break will
close at 10 a.m. next Saturday,
March 8, and re-op- en at noon
on Saturday. March 22.
WooWeather: mostly
sunny today witlj a high
near 40. Tomorrow, wind
and rain, but with a near-reco-rd
high in the 60s.
Sunday, temperatures will
return to the upper 40s,
with rain still likely.
Academic
JAMES KOLLER
Faculty and student thoughts on
the academic structure of the Col-
lege were articulated as the Aca-
demic Program Committe hosted its
first open forum meeting yesterday
in Lean Lecture Room in Wishart
Hall. Professor Mark Weaver of the
political science department and
Dean Figge o-chai-red the commit-
tee, which will submit proposals to
President Hales and the Board of
Trustees this spring.
Weaver introduced the process as
a part of a five-ye- ar plan that will
help shape the Wooster of the 2 1st
century. From now until April, the
committee will hold numerous open
meetings to allow campus input on
the structure of the academic pro-
gram at the College.
"Our goal for the committee is to
generate specific goals for the five-ye- ar
period 1998-2003- ," said
Weaver. The committee will make
a draft of proposals in April avail-
able for further review by students,
faculty and the committee as a whole.
Professor Garrett Thompson
brought up concerns about students
not being motivated to learn on their
own. He complained that he feels
that he is "made to feel I have to be
a bully" to his students. Thompson
also voiced his concern that dormi-
tories are anti-academ- ic by nature.
Matt Horning '99 and Rebecca
Barnes '99 initiated a dialogue re-
garding student concerns over First-Ye- ar
Seminar and other diversity
issues. Among their proposals was
a sophomore seminar that would
teach diversity issues while fulfill-
ing a course requirement. Barnes
felt that the College does not prop-
erly utilize its surroundings. "There
is a wonderful community here.
There is a plethora of opportunity,"
said Barnes.
Peter Gomes to speak at commencement
EMILY BERTRAM
Most seniors will wait until they
have turned in final versions of IS
before even thinking about details
of commencement. College admin-
istrators, including Secretary of the
College Deborah Hilty, on the
other hand, have been busy put-
ting the final touches on the plans
for 1997 Commencement at
Wooster.
Hilty, who is also a professor of
English and education and execu-
tive assistant to President Hales,
plays a key role each year in plan-
ning the graduation ceremony.
committee begins planning process
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Faculty members and administrators discuss plans to bring Wooster
Horning was vocal on what needs
to happen for increased dialogue on
campus. "There needs to be more of
a connection," said Horning, "be-
tween what happens inside the class
and outside the class."
Not everyone was in favor of a
required diversity course. Denise
Bostdorff of the communication
department warned of students
blowing off such a course because
they are often stereotyped and stu-
dents are apathetic to the course just
because of its topic. She favored a
combination of the current curricu-
lum and diversity issues. The ques-
tion the College needs to ask itself
is, "How does this integrate into
how we are learning?"
Professor John Hondros expressed
confusion over the student requests.
"I don't understand how many di
The guest speaker at this year's
commencement will be Peter
Gomes, a minister at Harvard's
Memorial Church and Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals at
Harvard University. This will be
Gomes' second appearance at
Wooster; he first spoke here in 1982
at .Baccalaureate.
Author of "The Good Book,"
Gomes has appeared on numerous
talk shows, and a number of major
publications have featured him.
Hilty feels that the speech Gomes
will give should prove to be more
exciting and intriguing than those
given by past guest speakers.
versity courses is enough," hesaid .
Specificity would first be needed to
decide which courses presently fo-
cus on diversity to determine how
many, if any, should be added.
Student participation was also
addressed by some of the students
and faculty alike. Barnes urged
students to stay at forums even if
. they disagreed with the speaker. "If
you disagree with a forum speaker,
don't get up and leave, take notes,"
said Barnes. She encouraged stu-
dents to take notes and determine
factually why they disagreed with
the speaker's points.
While many students expressed
concern overparticipation at forums,
faculty attendance was not immune
from their minds. One student com-
plained that faculty who require their
students to attend forums do not
Gomes, who is an African-America- n
and a "celibate gay man," offers
interpretations of the Bible in a
modern-da- y sense so as to catch the
attention ofa great numberof people.
Aside from speaking at com-
mencement. Gomes will receive a
Doctor of Humane Letters, one of
the three honorary degrees given
out each year. The college has also
chosen to award Barbara
Ehrenreich and Edward O. Wilson
honorary degrees.
Ehrenreich, an expert in cell biol-
ogy, has recently devoted her life to
studying women's healthcare and
to political activism. As a social
photo by Eric Bokken
into the iat century.
always come themselves.
There were some positive com-
ments directed toward the student
body. Professor Anna Ploplis
Andrews fondly remembered a time
that a student went above the in-
volvement of test taking and atten-
dance. "I had the delightful experi-
ence to have a student recommend a
text I had not read."
The quality of a Wooster educa-
tion was discussed by Hondros.
Capping a conversation which dis-
cussed students who had below nec-
essary reading and oral presentation
skills, Hondros suggested a system
for ensuring a certain level of com-
petency. "Would it be possible to
set up a minimal standard?" Hondros
please see PLANNING FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY, page 2
critic and a journalist." Ehrenreich
has served as a regular columnist for
Time Magazine and has received,
among other honors, the National
Magazine Award.
Wilson, who spoke at the inaugu-
ration ceremony for President Stan
Hales in September, is a Pellegrino
University Professor at Harvard.
When he last spoke at Wooster,
Wilson discussed the importance
of a liberal arts education and the
way in which science and humani-
ties can be integrated together in
order to solve key problems faced
by today's society.
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News Briefs Eventual remodeling in Lowry?
NATIONAL KELSEY COLVIN F : , , , -
One person was killed and six were wounded on Sunday when a gunman
opened fire into a crowd in the Empire State Building. The gunman, 69-year-- old
Palestinian Ali Hassan Abu Kamal, then killed himself. Kama!
had been in the country for little more than a month when he bought the gun,
a semi-automat- ic Beretta. at a Melbourne, Fla. Although the federal Gun
Control Act of 1 968 includes a 60-da- y residency requirement, neither it nor
the 1994 Brady law make any provision for checking residency when
purchasing a weapon. Authorities say Kamal used a state-issue- d ID card
listing a motel as his place of residence.
Although the nation's campus crime rate appears lower in a report issued
Tuesday by the Education Department, many experts say crime on college
campuses went up in the past decade. Colleges have responded by
funneling more cases though campus courts, which critics attribute to
avoiding negative publicity. Courts have ruled that a federal law protecting
the privacy of student education records prohibits colleges from opening
campus courts. Critics say the issue would be avoided if colleges referred
all crimes to the police. Colleges also point out that many types of student
behavior, not just crime, are covered by student handbook codes and should
be handled by campus authorities. "Campus courts are set up to further the
institution's educational purpose," says John Wiltse, University of Ne-
braska associate general counsel. "It's not just punishing someone; it's
getting them to learn a lesson." Carolyn Carlson, head of the Society of
Professional Journalists' campus crime task force, said. "These are not
kids. These are adults. Dealing with them secretly so they can learn from
their mistakes is the last vestige of in loco parentis,, and it's just no longer
valid. Colleges say a campus court can get a student off the campus much
faster than waiting foracriminal court conviction. Because proceedings are
closed there is no reliable way to determine how much crime is handled in
campus courts, and critics say that if students remain uninformed about
incidents, they can not take precautions.
INTERNATIONAL
Israeli soldiers in civilian clothing killed one Palestinian and wounded
three in a West Bank village Tuesday. Tear gas was also employed against
stone-throwi- ng Palestinians. The clash heightened tensions in the West
Bank over Israel's plan to build a neighborhood in East Jerusalem. Pales-
tinians, who hope to establish a capital in the city, warn that construction
could derail the peace process. Witnesses said the soldiers were dressed in
civilian clothes and came to the village to arrest a young man. Israel TV said
they were from an elite paratrooper unit. An army statement said the Israeli
troops had been attacked by Palestinian residents and opened fire. After-
ward. Palestinians began throwing stones at the Israeli soldiers and police
deployed in the area.
News briefs compiled by Allen Ward with information from "Newsweek.
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Hideko Tamura Snider '56
survived the bombing of Hiroshima, during which she lost her
mother, her best friend, and the world as she knew it. AH members
of the campus are encouraged to attend one or more of the
following events in commemoration of International Women's Day.
Sermon: "The Power of Grace and Hiroshima'
Sunday, March 2. 10:45 a.m. at
Westminster Presbyterian Church.'
Lecture: "Collective Healing: One Women's
Appeal" Tuesday, March 4. 7:30 p.m. in
Scheide Lecture Hall.
Ms. Snider will be in Wilson Bookstore to autograph her new book.
One Sunny Day, on Wednesday. March 4. from 1 1 a.m. to 12:15
p.m.
Bob Rodda, director of Lowry
Center and student activities, has
recently been meeting with many
representatives from the different
student organizations whose offices
are housed in Lowry. These "ex-
ploratory conversations" are an at-
tempt to identify the needs and de-
sires of these groups concerning
space.
Discussions of this sort have
been going on periodically since
Career Services and-Securi- ty
moved out of Lowry eight years
ago. With so many different groups
on campus, it has been very diffi-
cult to arrange available space to
accommodate everyone. Pres-
ently, the discussions are aimed at
devising a plan to reconfigure cur-
rent space allocation to produce a
design that would be optimally
effective.
Rodda stressed that these plans
are still in the earliest stages of de--
- sk .... .
photo by Hope Miller
Student office space in Lowry basement is being reconsidered.
velopmenL He said that he honestly
believes the plans will probably not
go into effect until after the cuirent
leaders of the organizations have
left Wooster.
Rodda, as well as everyone else
involved in the discussions, is try
Academic Program Planning
Committee seeks a
student member
The Academic Program Planning Committee, one of the
four priority committees designated by President Hales for
the strategic planning process, is seeking a second student
member. This Committee of faculty, administrative staff,
and students will concern itself with the curriculum,
academic support services, educational policy and other
aspectrof Wooster's academic program.- - If you are a
sophomore or junior with an interest in these issues and
would like to serve on this committee for the rest of this
spring and next year, please submit a letter, of intent and a
description of your qualifications to Mark Weaver, . ,
Department of Political Screnee" , 3f Susan Ffgge"Deari tf ;
the Faculjy.VrprCvenersofuhec . -
Planning Corrirmtfee'The'omrnittt consider letters"
--rajjiting by, .-- r-- ....
:
'ffiday, March'7; " M-"- ' '
.
: "
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t . -
Brian Friedman will host an information session
about the committees, beginning at 6 p.m.in Lowry's
second floor faculty lounges on Monday.
ing to discern what groups will
need in the long term and whether
or not these needs are cost-effectiv- e.
There is no money committed
to the plan as yet, but Rodda stated
that he was given "at least enough
green light to start talking about it."
Planning for the 21st century
continued from page 1
asked the audience.
Professor John Sell piggy-backe- d
Hondros' sentiments for more inter-
nal guidelines. Sell urged the Col-
lege to redefine itself. "I don't think
that we've articulated why we like a
liberal arts education." First the
school must define itself, its wants
and needs. One way Sell proposed
to get varying perspectives is through
contacting graduates.
Next Thursday, the Enrollment
and National Recognition Commit-
tee takes center stage. The commit-
tee will hold the second open forum
meeting at 4 p.m. in Lean Lecture.
Students interested in submitting
proposals to the committee but are
unable to attend the meeting can
contact Vice President Hayden ,
Schilling or Sell.
a i c a rA a r r?: isiu, aun vrns oiioii 1 1 icu--
man '97 is hosting an informal in- -t
formation session for students who f
want to know more about the commit- -
tees. The meeting begins at 6 p.m. on I
Monday in the faculty lounge on the
second floor of Lowry near the dining
hall. Those with questions should
contact Friedman at x3827.
Ever thought about reporting
events on campus? Do you
want opportunities to call
strangers and interrogate
faculty and administrative
members?
Join the revolution.
Perfect your grammar skills.
' Stay on Wods inside rack.
Add to your resume.
:
. Just write.
News will never be the same.
Call Dawn atx3440.
"What do we want from indig-
enous people?" Spiritualism and
forgiveness were mentioned, along
with a push to ""save the culture that
might save ours."
- You Can Qualify To Receive
Two OfThe Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
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Peace and Justice
week: human rights
CARLYE BURCI1ETT
Unite! through Peace and Justice
Week addressed Human Rights Day
in the form of a Pit discussion of
"Human and Cultural Rights," pre-
sented by Dale Seeds of the theater
department. The discussion, which
included students and faculty, fo-
cused on the issues of the violations
of human rights in terms of culture,
rather than violations in terms of
violence and death, "for violations
of culture can result in the death of a
people as a people," said Seeds.
The presentation started with a
discussion of the human rights vio-
lations perpetrated on Native Ameri-
cans. 'The human rights violations
started five or six years after the
arrival of Columbus.. .enslavement,
torture, rape, pillage, a liturgy of
atrocities and human right viola-
tions" said Seeds.
Europeans lived in peace with
Native Americans only in times
when they needed them to survive,
but the Europeans felt a manifest
destiny to get the land. This led to
the removal of the Native Ameri-
cans from their land and the. loss of
their culture and way of hfer ""
The discussion looked at Native
Americans, but it could also be ex-
panded to people in other parts of
the world: Guatemala, the former
Yugoslavia, Palestine. Norway, In-
dia, Tibet. The culture was taken
away by forbidding both language
and practices, such as Native Ameri-
can dances, and sending children to
boarding schools, away from their
parents and their heritage. Now
these people are trapped between
two cultures: their own and the one
that they were forced to adopt.
However, with the younger gen-
eration, there is a "glimmer of re vi-
tal ization"; they are learning the tra-
ditions at college and bringing them
home to their people. Native Ameri
cans are constantly confronted wim
the choice between the twocultures.
Maggie Odle "99 asked. "How are
the Native Americans to keep their
culture if what they see on TV and in
the media is the American culture?"
Europeans justified this robbing
of the culture in that they were sav-
ing the "pagans" from hell, but as
Odle pointed out, "they just ignored
the Native Americans' culture."
Colonized people were taught to
value the colonizer's culture over
their own, that their culture and oral
traditions were inferior, as dekyl
chungyalpa '97 (name left in lower-
case by request of the student)
pointed out.
How does a former colonizer feel
towards a former colonized? They
feel guilty; how are we to make up
for the past two hundred years?
There is the question of how to in-
teract between the cultures, said
Seeds, chungyalpa said that there
needs to be a "restructuring of the
world's political economy; there is
not a place for Third World coun-
tries to be heard."
Seed said that the problem is "that
we European-cuhurecountri- es put
oorselvesiri the center of the discus-
sion ... we have to 'disprivilege'
ourselves, give othercultures a voice
... the problem is that we don't know
how to do this."
The question then arose whether
America even has a "culture." One
student said that America has a "con-
sumer culture." chungyalpa said,
"There is an American culture;
America is a superpower." But,
a,Kcd another student, is it the same
kind of culture, with family ties and
the ties that create culture?
The final question posed by Seeds
was
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
Substance Abuse
As part of a week-lon- g event
sponsored by Hygeia and
SADD, Michael Gershe
talked with students about
"The Magic of Life." Events
will continue through the
weekend, including
tonight's alcohol-fre- e mix-o- ff
at the Underground,
beginning at 6 p.m. For
further information on
substance abuse and its
effects, interested persons
may contact the Hygeia staff
or the campus branch of
SADD.
no credit bad credit no income?
International terrorism today
Sasahara of the U.S. Dept. ofState on progress, problems
MAX WILSON
In an age where communism has
been discredited and democracy and
capitalism have expanded over the
globe, why does terrorism still oc-
cur? Karen Sasahara of the U.S.
State Department attempted to an
swer this question on Tuesday
night at the last Great Decisions jn Qn wJiere communismlecture. A regional affairs of-- . j j' j ahas been discredited andficer at the Counter-Terroris- m
Division of the state Department, democracy and capitalism have
she gave an inside look at what expanded over the globe, why
goes on in the world of terrorism. d terrorism Still OCCUr?She First warned that terrorists .
are not backward, uneducated in
dividuals. They are intelligent,
canny people who will use every-
thing at theirdisposal to accomplish
theiraims. Terrorists now use faxes,
cellular phones, and computers to
facilitate their terror. Some even
have home pages. She warned also
that they now have the capability to
build larger, more powerful bombs
to inflict greater harm.
Their intelligence, however, does
a
Limits I vant
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Awareness Week
not make terrorists dangerous. The
danger of terrorists lies in their mo-
tivation. Whether a terrorist is pro-
voked by political or economic is-
sues or feels anger or despair, he or
she can be capable of anything.
Sasahara did not exclusively con-
centrate on negatives, though. Ter- -
rorism is now recognized as a crime
worldwide. No longer is it seen as a
legitimate means to obtain freedom
or justice. This simply means that
more nations are now willing to pros-
ecute and convict terrorists.-regard-les- s
of their motives.
On a national level, the State De-
partment and the U.S. government
remain firmly committed to prevent-
ing the spread of terrorism. The
--HI Ij
photo by David Heisserer
U.S. has had anti-terroris- m legisla-
tion on the books since the mid 70's,
and sanctions against rogue states
that sponsor terrorism, like Libya
and Iraq, have been in place for
some time, although Sasahara ad-
mits that the sanctions do little good.
The official policy of the U.S.
government involves granting
noconcessions to terrorists, and
pursuing and prosecuting them
to the full extent of the law.
The State Department has in-
tegrated the branches of the
a. m ---d forces along with diplo- -
matic and intelligence aspects
of anti-terroris- m, to form the
Counter-Terroris- m Division to bet-
ter prevent and combat terrorism.
They also train foreign police forces
to deal with terrorist situations.
Sasahara admitted that nothing
can be done to totally prevent terror-
ism. It will always exist, but it may
be contained. Sasahara said she and
the State department always work
towards "keeping terrorism an
anomaly, not a way of life."
Ml
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Wooster Insight
Simple solution to ACSI.S. headache
The I.S. crunch is here. In case you haven't already noticed, seniors
across campus are crankier than ever due to long hours spent with books and
- e it 1
.ticomputers as tne Ultimate procrastination 01 college catcnes up wiin mem.
By March 24. all senior Independent Study theses must be turned in to gain
the sacred tootsie roll.
Nowhere is the immediacy of the uniquely Wooster season more notice-
able than at Taylor. Seniors have been given extended hours to finish their
work, which the Voice applauds. However. Taylor and administrative staff
are at odds with each other and only the student body loses.
According to Academic Computing Services, all students are asked to
print only one copy of their documents. The purpose of this is to cut down
m ihe paper usage as well as the lines waiting for print outs. No one likes
waiting in line while someone prints out 70 pages of an I.S. twice. -
The problem does not lie with the students, but in conflicting wants and
desires of College administration. The Registrar requires each I.S. to be
printed in triplicate, two bound copies for the department and one unbound
for the archives. So should students come back to Taylor at secret hours to
print the mandated number or dare challenge "The Desk"?
Administration and ACS should join the "90s by agreeing to allow
students to submit copies of their I.S. electronically. That way paper use
would be reduced. ACS would have fewer headaches and seniors could
spend more time savoring their tootsie rolls.
The sounds ofLatin music blar-
ing from a boom box, wildly stamp-
ing feet and shrieking women ring
. through theKan Martin hallways of
Freedl ander's
basement. It's the Women's The-
atre Collective in rehearsal. Be-
gun this semester, our purpose is
to give women on campus space to
express their voices .theatrically.
Started quietly by a dedicated
group of
women, we
have had little
publicity so
far. I began
this project as
a way of of-
fering women a medium through
which to express their different ex-
periences, my role is assistant direc-
tor, while Maruxa Sanchez is at the
front of this venture. Together, we
have combined a crazy and fun group
of nine actresses and are in the pro-
cess of writing our own show.
The women involved come from
a variety of backgrounds including
dancers, actors, poets and even a
few bio majors. After just a few
rehearsals, I watch how the actresses
work together in very interesting
ways. Whether learning salsa.
Vr??, NOPE U N0?EU I CAN'T SEE"
. THR0U6HTHE BilfDF0U I! IT 3
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OBJECTIVE, KAHDOH cH0
Lowry Center gets into the groove Jew theatre Collective WllteS WOmeil
Lowry Center. Is there any denying the importance of one of our most
noticeable buildings? We work and eat in this structure, and the dining
service has come a long way this year. The all-da- y dining hours which
started this semester are convenient to students schedules. Since this
change, the staff has found loopholes in which to save time. Instead of
putting the mayonnaise out with the rest of the condiments, they just leave
it in the "washed" bowls and eliminate the trip that is usually made to the
condiment bar. They have also worked to improve our health by adding Count
Chocula and Corn Pops to the menu. The cardiovascular workout they provide
is also appreciated. Not only do we have a late breakfast obstacle course,
complete with vacuuming cords and "caution wet" signs, we also get our
jogging in by having to run to the other end of the cafeteria to get a cereal
bowl. But the food service isn't the only part of Lowry Center that has
improved. The student offices in the basement continue to be consolidated into
small cubicles, despite years of renovation talks, allowing socialization to
occur on a much more personal level. We are told changes are in the works.
Lowry Center has sure made efficiency a top priority.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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College women find their voices through performance
playing the trust fall, or just relax-
ing they are always supportive of
one another.
The fabric of the performance
is woven with poems and
logues written by female students
and professors on campus. Each
actress will draw her character
from the poetry of other women.
Though the language of this show is
very powerful in its written form,
each of them brings the piece to life.
The idea ofa collective is central to this group ... The
performance itself is an eclectic mix ofdifferent visual
mediums such as photography, dance, and music.
Actress Lucy Lemke '99 explai ns
how she adds her own movements
and emotions to the texts. She likes
doing theatre and working with other
women. Tameshea Josoph "97 no-
tices that she can see her own life
experiences reflected in the words
of the poems. Our show is a work
in progress which will speak to
everyone on campus.
The idea of a collective is cen-
tral to this group. The rehearsals
are run workshop style where ev-
eryone contributes her ideas to the
whole. The performance itself is
eclectic mix ofdifferent visual me-
diums such as photography, dance,
and music. Maruxa Sanchez, the
Spanish language assistant who is
directing (his cast of nine, always
gives 100 percent of her fiery dy-
namic energy.
I am so pleased that Dale Seeds
and the rest of the theatre depart-
ment have been very supportive of
this fringe group. The Women's.
Theatre Collective's first perfor-
mance, titled
"About Women,"
is May 1 at
8:15p.m. in
Shoolroy theatre.
This show is free
and open to the
public.
Beginning this show has been a
learning experience every day. As I
watch this project come together, I
am reminded of a quote by Ani
OifFranco:
" I am a work in progress, dressed
in the fabric of a world unfolding,
offering me intricate patterns of
questions, rhythms that never come
clean, and strengths that you still
haven't seen."
Kari Martin is a guest columnist
for the Voice.
Dorms open over break; umm...logic?
It seems this college has man-
aged to do it again. When given a
series of choices, whether regard- -
ing the
Julie Oliverio e'cclionof a new
president, yearly tuition increase,
or which dorms to leave open dur-
ing breaks, it always seems to
choose the option that produces
the most difficult situation pos-
sible for itself and for the students.
Take for example, the recent deci-
sion made by Residential Life to
leave the dorms Babcock,
Kenarden, and Luce open through-
out spring break. Over winter
break or Thanksgiving, the choice
of these three would be fine. Over
spring break, I question the sanity
of the people who made this deci-
sion. Given the fact that like it is
every year, I.S. for seniors is due
the day classes resume, most mem-
bers of the senior class are staying
please see BREAK, page 5
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WCWS needs a niakeofer . . . badly
Everyone knows that the College
has a radio station. Yes, our dinky
little school actually has a radio sta-tio- n
and itDave Laster broadcasts to
a significant
portion of Northeastern Ohio. We
also have buildings, a lunchroom,
and even a bookstore. But one of
these things is not like the other...
the radio station is drastically under-
-utilized and under appreciated
by the students at
this school. A
perfect example
sickis the fact that it am
isn't even played loud, squealing
in Lowry Cen-
ter,
over and
the student percentage
union! It just
doesn't make high school
sense for the
College to spend
money on the station if it isn't
even utilized where the students
go for lunch and to pick up their
mail. This is extremely sad on the
College's behalf. Then again, so
are a lot of other things here such
as housing and" security (look for
articles about these in the future).
In talking with a number of stu-
dents about why they don't listen
to WCWS, the most common re-
sponse is that the programming
sucks. I will be the first td admit it:
yes, it does! The format for the
station is Monday through Friday
alternative music must be played.
The weekends offer special pro-
gramming such as gospel, classic
rock, jazz, bluegrass, and the infa-
mous Metropolitan Opera. The
Funding scandal a waste
At a Campus Council discussion
this Tuesday, professor of philoso-
phy Garrett Thomson suggested that
the campus
Sarah Fenske funding
woes would
be remedied by more money from the
trustees. It was a lovely thought, and
everyone laughed and wished it so.
But no matter how lovely the idea
was, it was incomplete. The biggest
problem with funding on this campus
has nothing to do with the amount of
it It has to do, rather, with greed.
Every semester, x amount ofmoney
is available. If Group A requests and
receives y percent of x, that money
cannot be used by anyone else. Fairly
simple. If Group A does not use that
money by the end of the semester, the
money goes back into the pot and
someone else can receive it next se-
mester. Group B, however, which
requested the money for a project in
the former semester, has been totally
screwed. Y amount of x is at least
partially wasted.This sort of funding
problem ought to be rare. If a group
has the money, you would assume
they would spend it. They had to fight
question we need to ask is "Why is
this so?"
The reason is rather simple, actu-
ally. Ray Karkman, a member of
management, responded by saying
that "Pop culture dictates that col-
lege radio follow an alternative for-
mat." And when asked about why
the format is the way it is, "To pre-
serve on-a- ir continuity throughout
the school week." Also, the college
subscribes to the College Music
and tired ofturning on the radio and hearing
guitars, bad singing, the same songs
over, and poor DJ quality. The highest
of listeners come from the surrounding
grunge bums.
Journal magazine, and doing so al-
lows the station to receive thou-
sands of free albums for play on
the air. If you have even been in
the station office, you would un-
derstand just how many that is.
Why don't people listen to the
radio here? The music sucks. I
mean it REALLY sucks. I am sick
and tired of turning on the radio
and hearing loud, squealing gui-
tars, bad singing, the same songs
"over and over, and poor DJ qual-
ity. The highest percentage of
listeners come from the surround-
ing high school grunge bums. They
don't pay for the station with their
tuition, so why should they benefit
from it more than we do?
The type of program m i ng WCWS
for it, after all. They had to fill out
applications, meet with the much-fear- ed
Funding Allocations Commit-
tee, plus sit through those dreadful
SGA funding meetings. You would
assume that after all that rigmarole,
they would take the money and run.
Alas, this is not the case. Last
semester's registers show a plethora
of allocated, yet unused, funds: The
They had tofill out applications, meet with the much-feare- d
FundingAllocations Committee, plussi through
those dreadful SGA funding meetings.
FencingCluboriginally asked forwell
over a thousand dollars. They re-
ceived $884. They spent nothing.
The College Republicans asked for
$225, got jt all, and spent none of it.
Don't Throw Shoes got and sat on
$225. Iceman House and the GLBA
each spent a miniscule amount of their
large sums: the GLBA, for example,
asked for $335, got $ 1 50, and spent a
little less than nine dollars. There are
more examples of this type of waste,
an embarassing number more.
has is essentially up to. the students
and management of the radio sta-
tion. The format can be changed if
there is enough interest in it. The
students need to send some type of
signal to the management and staff
of WCWS. Tell them what you
want, don't complain. Things like
this only change because change
is instigated, it doesn't occur natu-
rally.
I have one final suggestion about
DJ quality.
The DJs
aren't hor-
rible, but
many times
when they
speak, the
sound like
idiots be-cau- se
they
talk too fast,
mumble, and are usually incoher-
ent. I am a DJ here, and have a lot of
fun doing it. My father is a DJ. He
didn't get the job because he could
push buttons and spin cds, he got it
because he speaks clearly and is
easy to understand. Currently, the
requirement to become a DJ is mini-
mal. You only need to take a .25
credit, half-semest- er class and pass
the FCC test. I think the class should
be bumped up to .5 credits, go for
almost a whole semester, and in-
clude speech. Not how to talk, but
how to talk on the radio, with lots
of practice and evaluation by a
professor, not a student teacher.
Dave Laster is a columnist for
the Voice.
due to wasted money
Think of all the requests that the
FAC faced last semester. Think of all
the groups who asked for money and
couldn't get it. Think of all the things
that organizations could have done,
all of the programs that could have
been funded, all of the money that
SGA could have dropped into an
organization's lap in the manner of
Robin Hood blessing the poor. For
once SG A's idiocy is not the problem,
and we cannot pin this one on the
trustees.
The problem lies in organizational
greediness and lack of careful plan-
ning. Groups ask for $500 when they
only need $200, and groups spend $50
when they received $300. This be-
havior is the kind of greed that makes
it so hard to get funds, the kind of
organizational selfishness that affects
everyone and helps no one. Unfortu-
nately, it is not only true of the groups
The silence of the Greeks
The issue of Greek Life on the
College of Wooster campus is one
that often causes controversy. As
I review my
Jana Harris three years as
: a member of
Zeta Phi Gamma I can say in all
honesty that the reputations asso-
ciated with many clubs and sec-
tions on campus are undeserved
and outdated.
Many Greeks'that I have talked
to feel as though the College of
Wooster is making an effort to
diminish the visibility of Greeks
on campus. This effort may be out
of fear that the growing numbers
of "Greeks" on the College of
Wooster campus may, in the next
ten years, outnumber the indepen-
dents. While I don't believe this
will happen, anything is possible
at good ol Woo!
. Campus clubs and sections be-
lieve that maintaining the visibil-
ity of Greek Life can be positive.
No one can dispute that there is a
surplus of Greek "stuff in the
bookstore. Clubs and sections
were not consulted when the book-
store began ordering these items
in bulk. .
Had they consulted leaders
within the Greek community, per-
haps the surplus could have been
avoided. Although Greek para-
phernalia can still be purchased
through the bookstore, it is no
longer a visible part of college
sales. This is a loss to Greek orga-
nizations in terms of advertise-
ment.
As a whole, Greek life does more
that are funded through SGA. WVN
has the same problem. Getting orga-
nizations to spend their money can be
more difficult than procuring the
money for them. ;
SGA, WVN, and Campus Council
are currently in the process of ending
funding as we know it They have
plans to streamline, clarify, and sim-
plify that which has been painfully
complex. For once, they seem to
be trying to help students even at
the possible diminishment of their
personal power. They deserve ap
plause. But for all they have done
and all they plan on doing, they
cannotdo any thi ng, they cannot ac-
complish, anything, and they cannot
solve the funding fiascoes that will
reoccur as annually as Christmas.
What will change this mess is hon-
esty, complete honesty that ensures
groups will only ask for what they
need and only what they are sure they
can spend. SGA has done a lot of
stupid things, but for once they are
not entirely to blame.
Sarah Fenske is the Features
Editor of the Voice.
community service than any other
organization on campus.
As Angie Lombardo, vice presi-
dent of Inter-Gree- k Council, points
out, "We provide community ser-
vice and a social outlet." 1GC, in
an effort to improve relations be-
tween independent and Greek stu-
dents, is trying to include in the
College of Wooster catalogue an
addition to the Greek Life section.'
I do not feel that we are trying to
improve our image, but make it
more accurate. When I talk to many
independent friends about Greek
Life I am often told that I am not
the "typical Greek." By the simple
fact that I am not the typical Greek,
I am the typical Greek. We fit into
no mold, we are not cookie cutter
images patterned after each other.
Most clubs and sections support
and encourage diversity.
We are Resident Assistants,
former presidents of SAB, we sit
on Campus Council and SGA.
You can find us on the College's
soccer, football, lacrosse, field
hockey, tennis, baseball, basket-
ball, track, swimming, and diving
teams.
We are part of the Scot Band,
Wooster Chorus, and we are mem-
bers of the Wooster Dance Com-
pany.
As one new member of Greek
Life observes, "It is disappointing
how we don't get enough credit
we have so much to offer and are
pushed aside."
Jana Harris is a guest columnist
for the Voice.
Break
continued from page 4
throughout break to complete their
projects. This includes the mem-
bers of the senior class who are
studio art majors. I somehow think
this fact was overlooked in the
decision making process given the
fact that senior art studios are lo-
cated in the basement of Douglass,
which will be closed.
While arrangements may be
made to allow majors access to
Douglass an their art studios, I do
not think this is the optimal solu-
tion for either the students or the
College. It is inconvenient for the
art students, who will need to be
given either keys, or granted ac-
cess through only one door, and it
is inconvenient for the security
office, who must now find a way
to insure tighter security for
Douglass now that students will
be in and out of it even though it is
"closed." Not the wisest decision.
But are we really surprised? I
didn't think so.
Julie Oliverio is the Viewpoints
Editor of the Voice.
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Mary Addis: Women's Studies
;. ty
Mary Addis contemplates diversity.
EILEEN IMADA
. The first part of Features' Di-
versity Series, an interview with
Mary Addis, associate professor of to
Spanish and coordinator of
women 's studies.
EI: How does women's studies
contribute to a diverse Wooster
curriculum?
MA: In the same way that women's
studies docs in most places in the
United States. And that would be
that women's studies courses are
for new topics of study. New is-
sues. We ask new questions that
haven't been studied before. We
often study groups of people who
haven't been tudied before. Moth-
erhood would be a topic that
would be missing at a traditional
liberal arts college, for example.
The other way that women's
studies contributes to diversity is
that it provides new perspectives
in traditional areas of study. In the as
economics department or in the
sociology department you might as
he studying labor movements,
unions for example, but when you
begin to add gender to that you
begin to discover new things.
EI: Is that why women's studies
was established as a separate dis-
cipline?
MA: Women's studies evolved out
of the women's movement, it evolved
out of student interest and it evolved in
out of faculty interest I have my
own interest in Latin American stud-
ies. Joanne Frye has a particular
interest in feminist perspectives on
the topic of motherhood. She has
had the freedom to develop that
course in women's studies in a way
that she probably would not have the
freedom to do so in the traditional
English department-E- I:
So you are able to take that
new slant and have the freedom to We
develop it?
MA : Many of these issues are neces
sarily interdisciplinary and they can't
be taught fully in other departments; a
they just don't fit We needed to
phcxo by Hope Miller
have a home for courses like this
where new topics were emerging.
When you are examining perspec-
tives on motherhood you're going
be looking at historical issues,
psychology; you're going to be look-
ing at women's experiences, for
example, representations of moth-
erhood in literature. You're bring-
ing a variety of disciplines to bear
on a single topic and that has always
been very difficult to do in a single
department because it crosses the
disciplinary boundaries.
Prior to the growth of women's
studies and of black studies, urban
studies, and some of the newer pro-
grams, the disciplinary boundaries
were very strong. Once you moved
out of those boundaries it was thought
that something was wrong with your
teaching or that something was wrong
with your research. In fact in the early
days, women's studies itself was not
seen as a legitimate area of teaching or
research, and a lot of faculty suffered
a result. They were not given
tenure and their research was not seen
important as the other kinds of
traditional research.
I can remember one particularly
hostile, angry dismissal ofa faculty
member I had in graduate school
whose area was women's writing.
She was just simply dismissed as do-
ing "wishy-wash- y, lightweight stuff
that wasn't solid, academic work.
Those were the battles that were fought
the early days.
EI: You mentioned other depart-
ments, the black studies depart-
ment and the urban studies de-
partment. Is there crossover with
black studies in particular where
you are able to develop classes with
that department?
MA: We have two classes that cross
women's studies with black studies.
Black Women in Contemporary
America and Black Women Writers.
do require for the women's stud-
ies major that students take a course
that explicitly examines diversity be-
yond gender. That typically would be
course in the black studies depart-
ment, a course that focuses on class or
a course that focuses on a culture
other than the United Statesculture.
So that diversity is built into the
nature of the major.
EI: Why was that course require-
ment built into the major?
MA: It was built into the major to
ensure diversity; to ensure that we
are not spending all of our time
talking about white women. Typi-
cally students take more than one
course, although there is only one
required for the women's studies
major . . . those courses on cultural
diversity) are popular.
EI: Do those courses usually fill
up quickly?
MA: Yes ... A number of the
women's studies majors are also
involved in study abroad programs.
In the Antioch program in Europe,
they're working on women's issues
in European countries. They often
go on urban studies programs to
Philadelphia or Portland where is-
sues of class and race will also be
raised. And even though it's not a
requirement, majors are strongly
encouraged to do a practicum in
women's studies, a practicum is an
internship, that is often with a social
service agency either locally or dur-
ing the summertime, near to where
the students live. Issuesofdiversity
arise there.
EI: It seems like there's a lot of
flexibility in the major to exam-
ine diversity from different per-
spectives and to go about it in
different ways. Is that something
that is inherent in the women's
studies major or minor?
MA: It seems to carry through in
the interests of the major- s- whether
or not it is inherent in the program is
a hard question to answer. A lot of
majors are very interested in diver-
sity once they have gotten out there
and seen the real world so to speak,
and they see the connections be-
tween what they've learned in the
classroom and what happens in
homeless shelters and what hap-
pens in homes for battered women.
Majors have shown, since I've
been chair of the department, an
interest in women ofdifferent back-
grounds ... One student came in
and asked me about why she should
major in women's studies, and I
gave her a number of reasons. Then
I talked to a women's studies major
and told her, "I wasn't sure what to
tell this student. What would you
tell a student asking me, 'Why
should I major in women's stud-
ies?' And the major said, with-
out stopping to think, I do it for
myself." They do it for their own
growth and they do it for them-
selves. There is an empathy that
grows within them as they work
through the courses. I think our
majors are mature and sensitive to
issues and they wish to explore
that, often in their I.S. projects in
some way.
Chip on my shoulder
CHRIS SANYK
Snack food has been a staple of my
diet as long as I can remember Over
the years, I have developed a very
discriminating taste for snacks. One
could go so far as to say that I am a
veritable snack connoisseur.
As a kid. my mom would often
cause me great emotional torment
when she went shopping. I would
wait for her return only to find that
the brands I had come to love Oreo,
Mr. Salty. Little Debbie. had been
given the old heave-h- o in a Fblger's
Switch of horrid consequence.
"Mom!" I'd scream, "These aren't
Little Debbie! These are those yucky
Hostess things! I won't eat those!"
Dad would, though, and by next
week the offending foodstuff would
mercifully be gone, and my mom,
having learned her lesson, would be
back to the approved brand.
Now, my Mom has done it to me
again, and this time there's no Dad
here to eat the family out of crisis. If
you couldn't guess, I am bothered by
the recent change in stock at Mom's
Truckstop. Mom's has switched all
the Lay's potato chips to Grandma
Shearer's. For some, this may be a
water into wine transformation; for
me, it's Oreo into Hydrox all over
again. It's not so much that I hate
Grandma Shearer, but that I am sad
to see Lay's go. Did Grandma
Shearer out-bi-d Frito-La- y for shelf
space? Can not the potato products
of two competing snackhouses co-
exist on the shelves peacefully, that
the consumer may make the deci-
sion of what to cat for himself?
Isn't free market the American
Way? Why doesn't the College want
to deal with Lay's any more? Is there
somethi ng goi ng on be hi nd the scenes?
Docs the end of Wooster's business
relationship with Lay's have anything
to do with our Social Security Num-
bers? Could the Gaults be involved?
The folks at Mom's were rather tight-lippe- d
about the whole thing.
"Urn, talk to her about it, I just
work here." said Chris "Zeke"
Coughlin '99 when I complained.
"All I know is they're here to
stay." said Mom's employee Pat.
stonewalling. She overheard our
conversation as she passed but
samples of the new chips in a sad
attempt to buy the loyalty of Mom's
patrons, who ought to know better,
but are probably as apathetic about
this situation as they are all about
others on this campus.
.
What about the everyday consum-
ers, the real victims of this fracas? As
a result of this "Momopoly," I will
now be forced to walk all the way to
Drug Mart, in search of my beloved
Baked Lay's and spend my money
off-campu- s. At least with this last
fact. The Powers That Be at Mom's
rn feel the pain of this unfortunate
situation as much as me.
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The I.S. Monster invades Wooster, and how to cope
JAMIE MAPES
I.S. Those two letters strike terror
in the heart of every Wooster stu-
dent. For the underclassman they
stand for Independent Study, a cul-
mination of all the knowledge you
have gained during your time at the
College. For seniors, though, these
letters take on a whole new mean-
ing. I.S. no longer stands for Inde-
pendent Study, but for Intense Stress.
With less than a month left until
this year.'s class hands in their fin-
ished product, things for some se-
niors are getting a little bit tense.
"I'm doing OK. I know I will get it
done, but I am incredibly busy,"
said Molly Metz '97, a psychology
major. Metz's I.S. is looking at the
perceived role models of college
women and how that interacts with
theircareers, and educational goals.
While Metz admits to having put
off working on her I.S., she knows
she is not alone. "I.S. is supposed to
be a year- - long thing, but most people
usually just work the last few weeks
under pressure."
Amy Clatworthy '97, a commu-
nication major, also has a lot of
work to do on her I.S., but she is not
yet feeling the stress. "I have a lot
more to do. but it will get done. It
has to get done. There is an end in
sight and that-i- s very helpful."-Clatworth- y
is examining the differ-
ences in communication between
Over the rainbow: Trover's dreams are coming true
First semester angst overcome, the sexual awareness house successfully focuses on diversity
LUCIEN HOLMES
If Horatio Alger were here today,
he would need to look no further
than Wooster's Troyer House for
the subject of a new rags-to-rich- es
novel. "Rainbow House," as it has
been christened, has overcome sig-
nificant obstacles, undergone major
changes in its program, and become
one of the highest-profil- e small
US. can be painful.
male and female consultants for her
project.
While Metz and Clatworthy are
feeling some stress, Donnell Wyche
'974sno longer worrying. Wyche, a
computer science major, is finished
with his I.S. on Java-base- d web
houses of second semester.
This is nothing short of a dream
come to true to residents like Kathryn
Barr '99 and Marsha Simpson '99.
Given the lack of activity last semes-
ter, residents could not be certain if
theirprogram would be accepted again
for next year.
Today, Troyer's program is offi-
cially "Diversity," but that's not what
it said on the proposal last spring.
Wooster VolunteerNetwork
NEEDS YOU!
We're looking for enthusiastic, communicative
persons willing to serve their community.
You're looking to be a part of the most dynamic,
influential, important body on this campus.
It's a perfect match!
Applications now available for the executive board for the
97-9-8 school year. Pick one up at the WVN office today!
Cell x2563 for more details
maintenance tools. "I am feeling no
stress because my I.S. is done."
Since not all seniors are as lucky
as Wyche, there is an abundant
amount of tension on campus. Metz
finds that she deals with her anxiety
by "staying up later than I should
Initially, Troyer was envisioned as a
house devoted to awareness of issues
of sexuality. It was to have been
directed by Dennis Griffin '99, who,
along with four other expected par-
ticipants, failed to return to Wooster.
Besides the obvious leadership
vacuum. Griffin's departure left a
number of other problems.
Troyer was a house without some-
one to carry the vision. Griffin had
left no notebook, no plans, and noth-
ing much more than a vague idea of
promoting understanding of birth
control, homosexuality and bisexu-alit- y.
This was a new and different
program for a house because there
was not, and there still is not, an off-camp- us
umbrella organization with
whom Troyer was affiliated.
First semester, to put it mildly,
was a bust. There were only two
events: a safe-se- x dance and a dis-
cussion on the AIDS virus and STDs.
Both were sparsely attended.
Simpson guesses that "no one really
wanted to hear about STDs; people
wanted to learn but didn't want to
admit it." Cynical perhaps, but likely
fairly accurate on college campus
as sexually active as ours.
The wariness of the campuj and
the disorganization of the program
and hanging out with people I
shouldn't be. It's tough because the
people you normally go to for stress
release are under stress." Another
trick that works for Metz is just to go
about a normal routine and not think
about I.S.
brought Troyer to squabbling, finger--
pointing, and accusations of
blame. That was Simpson's cue.
In taking the reigns of a faltering
program, Simpson knew she had todo
something to galvanize not just the
house, but all of campus. She decided
to broaden "sexual issues" to "diver-
sity," and Rainbow House was born.
She immediately began promoting
education about sexuality in the con-
text of diversity and race issues. Part
of the mission became not just to
dispel myths about homosexuals, but
also myths about African-American- s.
As Simpson says, "We're here to talk
about issues no one wants to talk
abouL" Therefore, the residents have
scheduled professors Chuck Kammer,
Karen Taylor, Leslie Bames-Fluhart- y
and Kwame Dixon to speak at Troyer.
She admits that despite her obvi-
ous talent for effective leadership,
there were other circumstances that
gave an enormous boost to Rain-
bow House. The good publicity
given to Chuck Kammer's recent
discussion on racial issues, the
staggering success of the excellent
play "colored girls," and "a discus-
sion group which meets in Luce all
helped to catapult Troyer and its
mission into the consciousness jq.
Clatworthy, like Met, has her
own ways of dealing with the pres-
sure. "I budget my time and lake fun
and relaxing breaks. I have also
found myself drinking a lot of cof-
fee and exercising." Clatworthy has
also found that just putting down
I.S. for a day or two helps.
While no underclassman wants to
go through this stress," it is inevi-
table. Metz gives future seniors this
piece of advice: "This is the same
advice that I was given as a fresh-
man, but seriously, pace yourself.
Also, if your advisor doesn't give
you deadlines, ask them to. It will
definitely help you to have that kind
of structure."
Wyche has only one piece of ad-
vice: "Get as much I.S. done during
the fall semester as you can."
Clatworthy agrees with Wyche on
that note, adding that it is important
to keep with the deadlines and bud-
get time. "Definitely pick a topic
that interests you, as it will be all
you think about for a year."
While it may seem like more
hassle than it is worth, Clatworthy
urges everyone "do not transfer. It is
a good experience to go through and
it should be beneficial." Besides, as
Metz noted, "Everyone else in your
class is going through the same thing.
Some people are done and others
are worse off. It's a whole class
thing and everyone understands."
many students.
Trie benefit for thecurrent residents
is that the positive reaction generated
by many members of the col lege com-
munity may help ensure the return of
Rainbow House next year.
This is crucial because Troyer serves
a need at the College: an informal,
non-judgemen- tal discussion group.
Simpson's eyes flash as she remem-
bers her very first night on campus
when passengers in acar threw eggs at
her. Still, she is able to look past the
act of racism to try to reach under-
standing by breaking down race bar-
riers. She says in a patient, almost
tired, but never patronizing voice,
"Look at, say, Scottish dancing and
then African bootstomping, and focus
on the commonalities."
The program ofdiversity is all about
focusing on commonalities. Troyer
will continue working with the diver-
sity issue, but actually wishes to move
outside of the house next year and
bring in new people, especially first-year-s.
That turnover will help to
guarantee that the program "won't
fall apart when we leave." To allow
Rainbow House to fail would be a
disservice, for as Simpson says, "It's
more than a house. It will bring people
iogetber." ... . .
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Featured soloists in the Scot Symphonic Band. In the back row, from left to right, is the trumpet
trio: Patrick Watts, Zachary Lyman and Kevin James. In front, from left to right, is the tuba
quartet: Andrew Buddenhagen, Karl Bekeny, Ross Holland and Mark Zickefoose. The whole 90-mem-ber
band, dressed in their MacLeod tartan kilts, will give a performance on Sunday at 4 p.m.
along with Highland Dancers and bagpipers.
Rap history
ALLE PARKER
The first rap record I ever heard
was The Breaks" by KurtisBlow. I
think I was in kindergarten, and I .
listened to it at my friend Kurt's
house. We always listened to these
wild records over at Kurt's, because
his brother played basketball in the
city and he used to stop at record
stores on his way home and pick up
really interesting stuff. All of our
friends were still singing songs from
camp and vacation
In elementary school, other kids lovedKun mom had
moved on to the Madonna, Quiet Riot, Twisted Sister, and The
risky world of rap Bangles. I, on the other hand, listened to Run
music. DMC, The Fat Boys, and Whodini.
I think I was lost 1 ZL
from that point on.
In elementary school, other kids
loved Madonna. Quiet Riot. Twisted
Sister, and The Bangles. I. on the
other hand, listened to Run-DM- C.
The Fat Boys, and Whtnlini. Even
then rap seemed to be the only new
music worth listening to; it was ex-
citing and different and took music
into realms it Had previously not
even dreamt of exploring. Later I
would move on to other kinds of
"alternative," but rap was honestly
what fueled my initial interest in
music outside of the mainstream.
Band to rock McGaw
v - uelm i:rfa&r; m
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on 'Hip Hop Classics'
Junior high school was where my
love for rap genuinely evolved into
a passion for hip-ho- p. In fact, there
sti 1 1 hasn't been a year as glorious as
1988. That was when Public En-
emy, EPMD. Big Daddy Kane,
Marley Marl, Stetsasonic, Boogie
Down Productions and Biz Markie
released some of the landmark al-
bums in the history of the genre. I
mean these records where genuine
anthems throughout my Junior High
years.
That status was one reason I got
so excited when I looked at Prior-
ity Records "Hip Hop Classics
Volumes One and Two." Two
separate records, these discs
chronicle w hat was the Golden Age
of hip-ho- p for me, 1985 to 1990.
Such legendary artists as MC Shan,
NWA. Audio Two, Eric B. &
Rakim, and Doug E. Fresh & The
Get Fresh Crew are featured per-
forming some of there most legend-
ary material. The set honestly
records what hip-ho- p was like dur
3
0
.IF?
ing its greatest artistic genesis.
Anyone who is awed by the lyri-
cal gymnastics of Nas should check
out Eric B. & Rakim's "Eric B. Is
President" and "M icrophone Fiend."
Similarly, the icy angst of Mobb
Deep owes much homage to steelo
of EPMD, as evidenced by "You're
A Customer" and "You Gots To
Chill." KRS-ON-E reminds us of the
days when hip-ho- p had a social con-
scious on "My Philosophy," as does
Public Enemy's "Rebel Without A
Pause."
"" It is ironic that two
cuts from the collec-
tion, BizMarkie's"Va-pors- "
and The Get
Fresh Crew's '"La Di
Da Di" were remade
by Snoop Doggy Dogg
and featured on his last two albums.
This rehashing is indicative of the
artistic progress which was made
during this time period.
Priority's "Hip Hop Classics" ac-
curately captures this incredibly
exciting time in hip-ho- p history.
All of the artists are top notch, and
the songs are unequivocable clas-
sics. Anyone who is interested in
where hip-ho- p is going, or maybe
in where it needs to return to,
should snag this set. It really is that
good.
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"The Relic" frightens
LUKE LINDBERG
How many times have you gone
to a movie and actually been fright-
ened? I'm banking that the answer is
not too high. On very few occasions
do horror films focus on suspense,
tension, or fear, instead they choose to
load up on gore and special gross out
effects. Take the Friday the 1 3th films
for example. Are these frightening?
Well, maybe when you were eight,
but now they are just the epitome of
bad horror films. Fortunately, the new
thriller "The Relic" breaks all these
general barriers of horror movies and
merely focuses on fright. And boy
docs it deliver.
"The Relic" focuses on a situa-
tion that we have all seen before in
one way or another. A big creature
menaces people in a public place.
Hmm... do Aliens or Predator or the
Godzilla films come to mind? Of
course. But right off the bat this film
shows that it is not going to be any
run of the mill monster film. Set in
the Chicago Museum of Natural
History, the movie depicts a large
dinosaur like creature that feasts on
museum visitors in the basement's
catacombs. This has been done before
in many different situations, but "The
Relic" distinguishes itself from other
horror outings with a genuinely sus-pense- ful
tone and a superb directo-
rial turn from Peter Hyams. !,(....
One technique that Director Hyams
("Sudden Death," Timecop") uses
to build suspense, is not revealing the
monster until the final twenty minutes
of the film. Not only does this add to
the suspense of the film, but it also
makes the viewer anxious about how
impressive this monster is going to
look. DirectorSteven Spielberg pulled
off the same directorial trick when he
filmed "Jaws." Generally considered
one of the finest films of all time,
"Jaws" perfected this technique and
The Relic" picked up on it and used
it to its advantage.
A generally strong acting job is also
turned in by all the main players. The
heroine of the story is Margo Green
(Penelope An:i Miller) an evolution-
ary biologist who eventually discov-
ers why this monster is feasting upon
ACS
Reminder
Please print one copy of your
documents. Additional copies
can be made at Office Services
in the basement of Galpin Hall.
Their hours are 8 a.m.- - 4:30
p.m. and the cost is $. 10copy.
Please use cash only as COW
Cards are not accepted.
Also, we are recycling the cover
pages from printouts in Taylor.
They are made into notepads
which are available at the
consultant desk at no charge for
all of our patrons
museum visitors. Miller's perfor-
mance does not require a lot of pa-
nache, such as her strong turn in
"Carlito's Way," but she does go far
beyond the normal "damsel in dis-
tress" scenario that horror movie
fans arc so used to.
Tom Sizemore plays the cop
search! ng for the answers to all these
murders, and he delivers a slick,
smart performance that adds to the
film's credibility. Sizemore is an
actor who has spent his career being
overlooked and under appreciated.
His character is ready for anything
as he takes on museum politics and
really stressed visitors to discover
the truth. He also provides the inevi-
table "bad" lines, common of any
such character, such as, "We could
have something on our hands that
makes Jeffrey Dahmer look like a
boy scout." That should really be
written on a tee-shi- rt.
The genuine tenseness of the film is
what gives it its overall effect, though.
The entire film"feels" suspenseful
which enables the viewer to become
more involved in the movie. As the
scenes shift to the basement of the
museum, the director shows a dark
catacomb and all that can be heard is
the slow drip of a constant stream of
water. Scenes such as this one really
add terror to the movie.
The Relic" also deemphasizes
explicit gore, "and "delivers many
shocks, especially in THX sound
and in wide screen. Unfortunately,
this movie will lose a step when trans-
lated to video, lacking the theatrical
rumbling and the wide screen effect.
Overall "The Relic" is a fine piece
of film making that no one should
brush off as merely a cardboard
thriller. This movie is generally
frightening. White knuckles till the
very last minute.
SAB Calendar
March 1-- 6
Saturday. 1:,'
Film: Leaving Las Vegas
Aud. 7:30 p.m. & 10:30
p.m. $L
Musical Performance:
Deide.McCalla, Midnight.
the Underground (Free)
Sunday 2: . ;
Classic. Film: Gone With
The Wind. Mateer Aud.
7:30 p.m. (Free) .
Tuesday 4:
Video: The Godfather.
The Underground 8 p.m. --
(Free) : ,
Wednesday 5:
Comedy: DC Benny, --
The College Underground,
10 p.m. $.50
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The "Three Sisters"
take on Freedlander
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photo by Matt Dilyard
Featured in "Three Sisters" are Kristina Stoll '97, Emily McClain
'99, Christopher Matsos '00 and Sharmila Lawrence '97.
NAT MISSILDINE
The theater department presents
Anton Chekhov's "Three Sisters
this weekend. The performances in
Freedlander Theatre will be given
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 27-Mar-ch 1, at 8:15.
Generally regarded as Russia's
greatest playwright, Chekhov was
both a" physician and an author of
short stories before he wrote four
classic plays near the end of his life.
"The Seagull" in 1896, "Uncle
Vanya" in 1 898, "Three Sisters" in
1901 and "The Cherry Orchard" in
1 904 assured Chekhov's status as a
monumental dramatist.
Director Alexander Brietzke said
this theatre production of "Three
Sisters" is trying to make a world-renown- ed
playwright like Chekhov
accessible to modem day American
audiences. The production is based
on an translation by American Paul
Schmidt.
"The play has the aura of a classic
which we're trying to dispel," said
Brietzke. "It captures a wide realm
of human experience and the acting
roles are superb. With 14 really
good roles, the actors have a chance
to explore their characters."
Brietzke went on to sum up the
play's theme. "It's about people
who say they want to do something
and go to great lengths not to do it.
When we stay in this condition long
enough, we wake up one day and its
all gone away," he said, speaking
of the relevance this theme has to
contemporary audiences.
"Each of the characters has a mask
and the mask is far less interesting
than who they really are. The char-
acters try to make themselves look
one-dimension- al," said Brieizke.
The title roles for "Three Sisters"
are played by Kristina Stoll '99,
from Wooster, as Olga Prozorov;
Sharmila Lawrence "98, from Papua
New Guinea, as Masha Prozorov;
it- -
and Emily McClain 99 from
Wooster, as Irina Prozorov. First
Christopher Matsos, also from
Wooster, plays the sisters brother,
Andrei Prozorov. In addition, Adam
Budd '00, student from Wooster, plays
Kulygrin, and Kristen Schermer '98,
from Gambier, plays Natasha. Other
key roles are played by Cameron
Nicholson 98 from Kent, as
Vershinin; George Alley '99, from
Cleveland, as Baron Tuzenbach;
John Eric Scott '97, from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.; as Solynony ; and Jus-ti- n
F.P. Vann, a senior from
Bloomsburg, Pa., as Chebutykin.
Lighting and scenic design is by
professor Dale Seeds". Kim Dou-
glas Vaughan is the costume de-
signer and Jason Storck, a first-ye- ar
student from Wooster, is the sound
designer. Rachel Jackson, a senior
from Pittsburgh, has done the dra-
maturgy, which Brietzke has de-
scribed as meaning "how the play
works." Her job was to serve as the
literary advisor for the play.
Before each performance, special
related discussions will be presented
in Schoolroy Theatre. On Thursday,
Brietzke will present "Chekhov and
the Camera, or Why the Three Sisters
Don't Go to Moscow." On Friday,
Jackson will discuss "The Inaudible
and Noiseless Foot of Time in the
Works of Chekhov. Beckett and
Stoppard." On Saturday, English and
theater professor Raymond McCall,
Russian studies professor ElenaSokol
and history professor Peter Pozefsky
will present a panel discussion titled
"The Historical and Literary Context
of "Three Sisters."'
General admission for the play is
$6. Tickets forseniorcitizens are $2,
students are $2.50 and college per-
sonnel are $3. Wooster students will
be admitted free. To reserve seats,
telephone the Freedlander Box Of-
fice at 263-224- 1 on Mon. -- Fri. be-
tween noon - 2 p.m. or 4 - 6 p.m. and
on Saturdays between 1 0 a.m.-- 1 p.m.
"Sling Blade" a dramatic
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
Few people have been able to
accomplish the herculean task of
writingdirecting,and starring in
their own film. Even fewer have
been able to do so with success.
However, in his new film "Sling
Blade," Billy Bob Thornton docs
just thaL -
This wonderfully acted drama
follows the post-incarcerati- on ex-
periences of Karl Childers, a
tally slow man who was incarcer-
ated in a mental institution since he
was twelve for murdering his mother
and her rapist. Almost 25 years
later, "showing no signs of homi-
cidal inclinations," he is released
from the institution into the "real
world."
The day of his release, Karl grants
a young college student an inter-
view with him, giving the audience
of the film, through a remarkably
detailed monologue, an opportu-
nity to understand why this seem-
ingly timid man could commit such
a crime. In a deep, Southern drawl,
dotted with self-affirmi- ng "uhm-hmms- ,"
Karl recounts the details
of his neglected, bizarre childhood.
Despite being raised almost as an
animal - made to sleep in a dug out
hole in the ground of a barn - Karl
developed a keen sense of right and
wrong through periodic Bible les-
sons from his mother. It's this
Beat
?- - f Pick your winners
nominees you think
: answers in the box
All answers must
I
for the 1997 Academy Awards. Circle the
will be giving the teary-eye- d speech and place your; :
in Lowry mailroom or through e-m- ail to mi97nj96.
be in by Oscar night, Monday, March 24. -
BEST PICTURE:
'Targo" -- ,
"The English Patient"
r "Jerry Maguire"
'.'Secrets and Lies .r Shine"
.
"
r:
BEST DIRECTOR: - .
Joel Coen, "Fargo" ' ,
Milos Form an. "The People vs
Larry Flynt". - -- .
Mike Leigh, "Secrets and Lies"
Anthony Minghella, "The En-
glish 's ' "Patient" -
Scott Hicks, "Shine"
BEST ACTOR:
Tom Cruise, "Jerry Maguire"
Ralph Fiennes, "The English --
Patient"- - . '
" Woody Harrelson," The People --
vs Larry Flynt"" " " . ' . : 7 -
Geoffrey Rush, "Shine"
Billy Bob Thornton; "Sling ;
Blade" -
Name.
extreme sense of morality that led
Karl to murder his mother's rapist-- ,
and then turn around and murder
her as well when he realized that
the act he witnessed wasn't rape at
all.
Upon his return to society, Karl is
given a job at a repair shop on ac-
count of his uncanny ability to fix
whatever is broken. During his first
few hours of freedom, he also be-
friends a young boy named Frank
Wheatley (Lucas Black). Karl, often
displaying the innocent mentality ofa
ten-year-o- ld himself, can relate to
the young boy better than many of
the adults that he encounters. Frank
latches onto Karl for want of a father
figure and the two quickly become
close friends. Pitying Karl's slow
mental state and seeing the bond
that has developed between him and
her son, Frank's mother, Linda
(Natalie Canderday), asks Karl to
live with them, unaware of his ho-
micidal history.
When he moves in to the
Wheatley home, Karl unknowingly
enters a family in mid-crisi- s. Linda's
boyfriend, Doyle (Dwight Yoakam),
possesses all of the negative at-
tributes of the stereotypical white
trash male: he's an alcoholic, preju-
diced against homosexuals and those
with mental disabilities, and he's
not afraid to back up his backward
beliefs with a little physical abuse
every now and again. Whenever
the Oscar Experts
BEST ACTRESS:
BrendaBletyn, "Secrets andLics"
Diane Keaton, "Marvin's Room",
Frances McDonnand, "Fargo:
Kristin Scott Thomas, "The En-- ,
glish Patient" --
Emily Watson, "Breaking the
Waves". '
BESTSUPPORTING ACTOR:
' Cuba Gooding Jr., "Jerry
" 'Maguire" --
; William H. Macy, "Fargo"
Armin Mueller Stahl, "Shine"
' Edward Norton, "Primal Fear" ..
: James Woods, "Ghosts ofMissi-
ssippi"
- BEST SUPPORTING
.ACTRESS:
Joan Allen, "The Crucible".
Lauren Bacall, "The Mirror Has
.Two Faces"
i Juliette Binoche, "The English Pa-,tie- nt
,
Barbara Hershey, "Portrait of a
Lady"
Marianne Jean-Baptist- e, "Se- -.
"crets and Lies'
success
Linda leaves the home, Doyle ha-
rasses Frank and Karl severely,
telling the little boy that he's un-
wanted and Karl that he's nothing
but a "retard." However, out of
their innocence, Karl and Frank
endure the abuse, escaping often to
a hidden pond deep in the woods
where they share their feelings and
dreams.
During one of their pond-sid- e
discussions Karl reveals the twisted
nature of his relationship to his
mother and father. Frank, in turn,
discloses that the source of his un-happin- ess
is the fact that Doyle is in
his life. "I wish he was dead." Frank
says, inspiring Karl to cure him of
his pain.
Just like his job at the repair shop,
Karl wants to fix everything in his .
life that's broken. He musters the
courage to visit his reclusive father
(Robert Duvall) in. an attempt to
learn why he raised him the way he
did. Upon finding the answers to his
own pain, Karl then heals the little
boy's pain as well, in the only way
that he knows.
Billy Bob Thornton's portrayal
of innocence with a grim twist is
inspiring, if not embarrassingly --
funny at times. The story is truly
unique, held together with powerful
performances. Writing, directing
and starring in a film is no minor
feat, and when it's done well, the
results are awe-inspirin- g.
e r ts?
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BEST ADAPTED SCREEN- - J
PLAY
"The Crucible"
.-
-'
"The English Patient" -
'
"Hamlet", , - ;
""
"Sling Blade" ; -
'f
"Trainspotting"- - - A
BEST ORIGINAL SCREEN-- ;
PLAY i ,
Targo"
.
. 1
"Jerry Maguire" " '
"Lone Star". V " -
.
- ,
"Secrets and Lies"
.rshine: ' . - 5
BEST CINEMATOGRA- -
PHY
."The English Patient" Cl
"
"Evita" .
"Fargo" : v
"
"Fly Away Home"
."Michael Collins"
Ext.
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Sick of Luke and
Joe's inane writing?
Ifyou are interested in covering
a spring sport, please contact: ; ., :
Joe Allen x4354orC-i01-8
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Jam Session
IriiieJ: acoustic
string musicians for a
folk, country,
bluegrass Jam
session.
Bringyour acoustic
instrument andjoin in
orjust come listen.
Everyone is Welcome.
Place ofJam is Lowry
Lounge on Monday
March 3from 7p.m.
till 9 p.m.
.
! i ir..
Overall Record:
20-- 5
NCAC Record:
12-- 4
Record vs:
Colle
Allegheny-1-- 1
otwooster pen'SPn-- !
FifttSctti Wittenberg- - 0--2
DniMM
UnMrady
Mil mi
VS.
Overall Record:
19-- 5
NCAC Record:
13-- 3
Record vs:
Allegheny- - 2-- 0
Wittenberg- - 1- -1
Wooster- - 1- -1
Kenyon
College
Overall Record:
24-- 1
NCAC Record:
16-- 0
February 28, 1997
Overall Record:
21-- 4
NCAC ReCrdjf
Record vs:wmcnbtrg
unMooy Allegheny- - 2-- 0
Denison- - 1- -1
Wooster- - 2-- 0
VS.
vcra" Record:
"cr'p
tjO NCAC Record:
AffJ Record vs:
Allegheny Denison: 0-- 2
College Wittenberg: 0-- 2
Utmn Wooster: l- -l
vs. Hb
. . . i r OWdWesfeyan' '
University
UttHif BUM
Overall Record:
12-1- 1
NCAC Record:
10-- 6
This season's head-to-hea- d competition
Dec. 4-- at Kenyon- - Kenyon won 76-6- 0
Feb. I - at Ohio Wesleyan- - Kenyon won 72-5- 7
Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to
jconfidentially assist survivors of or those who know
survivors of sexual assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson Hygeia x2319
Marian Cropp Gault Alumni Center x2 1 66
Richard Figge Kauke 233 x2307
Heather FiU Gibbon Kauke 7 x2371
PamFrese Kauke 8 x2256
ShilaGarg Taylor 106 x2586
Carroll Meyer Westminster Church House ' x2398
Mary Young Kauke 132 x2347
Students may also contact the College counselors at
x23 19 or the Campus Minister at x2558. To report
an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at 9-9-11
(emergencies) or 264-333- 3, or Security at x2590.
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Conference meet
continued from page 12
veteran pole vault coach Gordon
Collins and they hope to see their
efforts rewarded with all-confere- nce
glory.
Thus, the well-balanc- ed speed and
strength of the women's team should
produce high-calib- er performances
at the conference meet. With this
amount of talent, they should be
poised to capture the team crown.
The men's team faces tough com-
petition from Wittenberg, Ohio
Wesleyan, Allegheny, Case and
Denison. These last two teams
will be Wooster's greatest compe-
tition for fourth place in the con-
ference, one of the team's season-lon- g
goals.
Pacing the Scots in the sprinting
events will be the experienced tan-
dem of Damian Dollard '98 and
" Anthony Wheeler '98. Both are
considered strong contenders for the
top spots in the 300 meter dash and
Dollard will also look to win the 55
high-hurdle- s.
Working with assistant coach
Nick Young, these two speed de-
mons will also play critical roles on
the 4x200 and 4x400 relay teams
which also look to place in the top
three conference-wis- e. They are
joined by co-capta- in Steve Dornbos
'97 and Jamie Falquet '98 on both
relay teams.
Tony Kauke '97 will lead the
middle-distan- ce runners as he looks
to kick his way to a victory in the
800. Andrew Dawson '99 will also
Classifieds
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can find high payingjobs while experiencing
Alaska's adventure! For
information: 800-276-065- 4. ext.
A55621 (We are a research &
publishing company.)
$200-$50- 0 WEEKLY
Mailing phone cards. No
experiencenecessary. For more
information send a self-address- ed
stamped envelope to: Global
Communication, P.O. Box 5679,
Hollywood, FL 33083
CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Want to Travel the World AND
earn a living? Get the I Source
for anyone seeking work in the
Cruise and Land-To- ur industry.
For information: 800-276-494- 8,
ext. C55621 (We are a research
& publishing company.)
look for a solid effort in the 3000
A promising pole vault crew lost
it leader, co-capta- in Chad Atwell
'97, to mononucleosis this past
week. Atwell had registered the
conference's highest vault this sea-
son and was looking forward to
capturing the NCAC pole vault
championship. However, it is
looking unlikely that Atwell will
have the strength and stamina to
compete. Trying their best to fill
Atwell's shoes are his accomplished
vaulting compatriots Jeff Kinat '97,
Jeff Pattison '99 and Tim Sir Louis
'00.
Working with throwing coach
Todd Adamson, the young and tal-
ented shot putters are looking to
capture top positions as well. Jody
Price '00 is the Scots' consistent
leader in this e'vent, followed
closely by Shane Bartholomew
'00, Josh Martin '00 and Ryan
Dansak '00. This group will try to
amass a great number of points to
help the men's team reach their
goals.
To compete with their conference
rivals, both teams will have to put
forth their strongest efforts. They
have trained hard all season as a
team for their chance at conference
glory. Rice echoed this sentiment
when he said, "Each individual
has to focus, to commit, and to
unite for our teams to reach our
goals this weekend. Further, we
have to sacrifice individual glory
and really emphasize the
HELP WANTED
MenWomen earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings in
your local area. Call 1 -5- 20-680-7891,
ext. C200
SPRING BREAK
CRUISES
Mexico 5 day $409
Caribbean 7 day $599
Taxes, and airfare or coach
service not included.
Call: 1-800-- 955-2905
Travel Bug Adventures
SEEKING FINANCIAL
AID?
Don't limit your possibilities for
financial aid! Student Financial
Services profiles over 200,000
individual awards from private
& public sectors. Call 1-800-- 263-6495.
cxt.F55621
(We are a research & publishing
JlWSlPJLl
Lady Scots bow out of NCAC
Case Western knocks out women's basketball in first
LUCIEN HOLMES
After winning a remarkable five
out of six games down the stretch,
the Lady Scot basketball squad was
soundly beaten in the last three
games of the season, bowing out in
the first round of the NCAC tourna-
ment.
The Lady Scots traveled to Dela-
ware to play Ohio Wesleyan for the
season finale on Saturday. They were
plagued this time not by an indefen-
sible offense, but by their own shoot-
ing performance. Wooster shot only
22-7- 5 (29.3) from the field.
One bright star in the game was
Katie Montague '99, who missed a
double-doubl- e by one rebound.
Montague tied a season high of 26
points and grabbed nine boards.
The real story against theishops
was the continued improvement of
Beth King '00. King, who was ex-
pected to play a highly limited role
this season, played for 23 minutes
on Saturday. She scored just four
points, but had five rebounds, three
assists, and two steals. Her tena-
cious defense helped to keep the
Lady Scots in the game.
Even though the defense played
well, the offense could not keep
pace with the Bishops. Wooster went
stone-col- d shooting threes, making
only one of ten tries, and turned the
ball over twenty-on- e times. A win
would have locked up third place
for the Lady Scots and set up a
meeting with sixth-seede- d Allegh-
eny in the opening round of the
NCAC tournament. The Lady Scots
had defeated the Lady Gators twice
already this year and they were con-
fident that they could handily beat
them again. Unfortunately, the Ohio
Wesleyan game slipped away from
the Lady Scots down the stretch as
The Wooster Gameplayers
(game
for the
years.
fAll interested
in Kauke'
V Sundays
All welcome.
they lost the game 59-5- 3.
The loss ended the Lady Scots'
regular season in which they placed
fourth in the NCAC. Next, Wooster
was set to match up against arch
rivalCase Western Reserve Univer-
sity. In the past five years, the Lady
Spartans have knocked Wooster out
of the playoffs three times. Tuesday
was to be just the latest episode in
the tragic saga.
One disappointing aspect of the
loss was the fact that in this season's
previous two matches with Case
Western Reserve, the Lady Scots
had played some of their best bas-
ketball of the year. Sue Roberts '99
propelled the Lady Scots to victory
in Cleveland in their first match-u-p
this year, keying a 74-6- 9 Jan. 1 1
overtime win. On Feb. 5, the Lady
Scots came from behind at home as
they downed the Lady Spartans
again by a final score of 66-6- 4.
This final chapter in this season's
Case Western saga, as each chapter
did, had its heroes. One of the big-
gest was Heather Dales '98, who
scored a career high 1 3 points while
picking up 10. rebounds. She also
showed her league-leadin- g shot
blocking ability by adding several
mighty blocks to her season total.
The game was highly cyclical.
For a few minutes, shot selection
was hasty and poor, three-pointe- rs
would not connect with regularity,
and frustrations would give rise to
unnecessary fouls. Then, inexplica-
bly, the momentum would subtly
change. Dales would get a second
shot, Case Western would get
whistled for traveling, and the pos-
session arrow always seemed to be
pointing towards Wooster. It is a
dangerous game, though, in which
one plays catch up for ten points and
then goes back down by fifteen. All
Live Action Vampire:
The Masquerade
has been restarted
first time in three
should show up
Tower
at 6p.m.
or call Dana Benson (xJBJJ).
No experience necessary?
too quickly, the deficit becomes in-
surmountable.
This streaky play was the case not
only against the Lady Spartans, but
all year long. The Lady Scots won
four of six, lost the next four, won
three, lost three, won five of six. and
lost the last three. What this shows
is that the talent is firmly in place
and all that needs to be added is
experience. The eight First years
will bring depth and breadth to the
bench next season, and the fact that
the Lady Scots will lose no one to
graduation this year helps preserve
the nucleus which brought a low-rank- ed
team to the championship
game last year and brought a re-
building team to the fourth seed this
year. Wooster finishes with a 12-1- 3
record overall, a 9-- 8 mark in the
conference, and a lot to be proud of.
The entire Wooster community
should be proud of the Lady Scots'
performance this season. Although
they had their ups and downs,
Wooster women's basketball team
always proved their worth and were
an absolute joy to cover and watch.
Veterens Katie Montague, Suzanne
Roberts, Heather Dales, and Angie
Ellis '99 all showed their leadership
both on and off the court First year
students were also wonderful addi-
tions to the squad. Katie Hank and
Erin Gertz stepped into starting roles
and showed that all talent does not
come with experience. Beth King,
Christy Judd, and Aleashia Wash-
ington also showed improvement as
the season wore on. Coaches
Roxanne Allen, Cindy Sperry, and
Alec Henderson should be proud of
their Ladv Scots and I am sure that
they are looking forward to next
year as anxiously as I am. Thank
you for a fun year and the best of
luck in the off-seaso- n.
Beating
continued from page 12
win, Wooster must play its best bas-
ketball of the season, both offen-
sively and defensively. In this game.
Fernandez will play a critical role
controlling the offense. In addition.
Hochstetler will have to drain 3-poin- ters
like its his job. Gorman
and Morris will have to continue
their oustanding streak of perfor-
mances on both ends of the court.
Finally, Wooster will have to have
strong bench support, especially
from Gardner, Sprang and John '
Wilson '99.
The winner will face the winner
of the 8:15 semifinal matchup be-
tween Wittenberg and Allegheny
on Saturday night at 8: 1 5. It will be
an exciting weekend of NCAC bas-
ketball, so cough up a few bucks an
.cojije put and seejtv Seejou at tht
game!
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"Show me
JOE ALLEN
This weekend, the men's and
women's indoor tracks travel to
Denison University to compete in
the NCAC conference indoor track
championships. The Lady Scots are
looking tochallenge for the top place
in the conference and the men will
be battling for the top three posi-
tions. Both teams have been train-
ing hard and improving each week
and hope to peak this week at the
conference meet.
Leading the women's team will
be co-capta- in Michelle Poole "97 in
the 800 meter run. the 1500 meter
ll
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photo by Eric Bakken
Rich Hochstetler '99 blows past his Ohio Wesleyan defender in last
Tuesday's NCAC 1st round matchup in which he scored 6 points. The
Scots cruised to a convincing 70-4- 5 victory over the Battling Bishops.
Go
Scots!
The
the money!" track competes at
run. Poole has already provision-
ally qualified for the NCAA Divi- -'
sion III Championships in both
events. It will be tough competing
in these grueling events, but Poole
is favored to win.
Head coach Dennis Rice praised
Poole's dedication and said. "In her
ouryears. Michelle has done a great
job. She's very team-orient- ed and
does whatever it lakes to excel."
Beth Huffman '00 will try to keep
up with Poole as Wooster attempts
to sweep the top places in both the
800 and 1500 meter runs.
Poole will also anchor the
women's 4x400 meter relay team
i
.l:. ,'NfcV.- - V
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The
Men's Basketball:
Fri.- - Denison (H)- - 6 p.m.
NCAC Tournament
WoosterSports
which is looking for its fifth con-
secutive conference title. Melissa
Eging '97, Cristina Randzin '00.
Laurie Cappell '99 and Poole com-
bine a great deal of experience, tal-
ent, and tradition in this relay. These
women also comprise Wooster's
4x200 team with Mia Rapier '00
replacing Poole in the anchor leg.
The distance medley will also be
quite competitive. Perhaps their use
of the magical black batons only at
conferences will bring home the re-
lay wins.
Eging has a busy meet where she
is set to prove she is one of the
fastest women in the conference as
"We will beat you down!"
Men 's basketball in NCAC tourney semifinal tonight
JOE ALLEN
For most seniors, it is IS crunch
time and sleep deprivation is be-
coming a regular state of conscious-
ness. So having to endure the two
most boring games the Scots have
played this season, many people
wondered why they even bothered
to show up to see OWU attempt to
play them. On Saturday, the Scots
demolished the Bishops 77-4- 2. In
Tuesday's opening round of the
NCAC tournament, sixth-seede- d
OWU came back again to face third-seede- d
Wooster. In similar fashion,
the Scots embarrassed the Bishops
70-4- 5.
In their last regular-seaso- n game,
the Scots came out in furious fash-
ion. Ryan Gorman 99 opened the
game's scoring with an easy lay-u- p
and Wooster never looked back. In
the opening five minutes. Wooster
went on 1 4-- 1 run, from which OWU
never recovered.
Wooster increased its lead to 1 8
before OWU put together a tiny
offensive spurt of its own to close
the lead to 1 0 with 1 0:39 left to play
in the first half. Wooster then or-
chestrated a 1 4--0 run to bring a 43-1- 9
lead into halftime.
Entering the second half with a
24-p- oi n t lead, Wooster cont i nued to-comp- ile
the points. For most of the
half, they maintained a 30-p- oi nt lead.
With such a comfortable lead, Head
coach Steve Moore inserted almost
everyone off his deep bench.
Co-capta- in Mike Yeater '97 ex-
cited the crowd with a late flurry of
3-poin-
ters on his way to a season- -
upcoming week in Sports:
Indoor Track: Men's Club Voleyball:
Fri. and Sat.-- NCAC
Championships at Denison
Voice -
she tries to earn victories in the 55
and 300 meter dashes in addition to
her crucial role on the 4x200 and
4x400 team.
Krystal Mohn '99 is looking to
challenge for the 55 meter hurdle
crown. Her speed and grace will be
tested, but she is looking to prevail
for her first conference title.
The senior distance divas. Meg
Panek, Julie Heck and Ellen Free-
man, will compete with the top dis-
tance runners in the conference.
Panek and Freeman will try to win
the 1500 and 3000 meter runs, re-
spectively. Heck must go the dis-
tance in the difficult 5000 meter
high 1 1 points and put the icing on
this game.
Throughout the entire game.
Wooster used a balanced offensive
attack and tenacious defense.
Wooster's big men. Gorman and
Greg Morris 97, were unstoppable
underneath with their minimum four
inch height advantage. Gorman
padded his team-leadin- g scoring
totals by finishing the game with 2 1
points, and he also grabbed 12 re-
bounds. Morris scored 10 points
and showed why he's still leading
the NCAC in rebounding adding 1 3
rebounds to his totals. The guards,
Ro Fernandez '97 and Rich
Hochstetler '99 contributed well
from the perimeter, scoring 1 2 points'
and 13 points, respectively.
Defensively, Wooster showed
why it has the best team defense in
the NCAC. They held OWU to 28. 1
percent from the floor and allowed
only 19 first-ha- lf points. Wooster
prevented OWU from moving the
, ball inside at all and forced them to
take awkward shots from outside.
In fact, not one OWU player scored
in the double-digi- ts for the game.
After such a convincing victory,
Wooster had to play OWU again,
this time to advance in the confer-
ence tournament. After OWU
knocked Wooster out in the first
round of last year's NCAC tourna-
ment, the Scots could not approach
them lightly or face an upset
Although Wooster didn't score as
prolificaliy in the opening five min-
utes as they had in the previous
game, it became apparent that this
game would follow a similar course.
Sun.-- USA Volleyball Tourney
at Rittman- - 10 a.m.
Friday, February 28, 1997
NCACs
run.
.
The women's team is well-balanc- ed
since it has a strong set of
field gladiators. Deidtra Reid '99and
Tracy Wilkes '99 have dominated
the shot put events all year long and
look to continue their successful
throwing at NCACs.
In the inaugural women's pole
vault event. Mohn and another sen-
sational sophomore, Sarah Kruse,
will look to challenge for the two
top spots in the conference. They
have been working long hours with
Please see CONFERENCE
MEET, page 1 1
Wooster went on a 25-- 4 run in the
opening ten minutes of the game.
Wooster's defense also came up
huge once again and it took OWU
until 3:23 to break into double-digit- s
in scoring. At the half, Wooster
took a comfortable 39-1- 7 into the
locker-roo- m.
In the second half, frustration
overflowed and fouls mounted.
Wooster loosened up their offense
and defense, and with plenty of foul
shots, OWU chipped away at the
22-poi- nt lead with which Wooster
started the half.
With 6:49 left to play. OWU had
cut the lead to 1 2 and Wooster de-
cided that they had come close
enough. They ended the game on a
22-- 5 run to finish off OWU's season
with a 70-4-5 win.
Morris and Gorman played well
once again. Morris finished with
seven points and an impressive 17
rebounds. Gorman lead the team in
scoring for the fourth straight game
with 14 points and he also brought
down 10 rebounds. Gorman also
had 4 huge blocks to show that he
can play well on both ends of the
court. The diverse Wooster offen-
sive arsenal also included Brian
Watkins '00 who finished with 10
points, Chris Gardner '99 who fin-ishedw- ith
lOpointsandMattSprang
98 who finished with 9 points.
Looking ahead to tonight's semi- - '
final match-u- p at 6:00, Wooster will
try to avenge a heart-breakin- g over-
time loss to Denison on Feb. I . To
Please see BEATING, page 1 1
Go
Scots!
